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            Choose assembled or DIY
    



    
    
    
            
                        
                Assembled            

        
    




    
    
            
                        
                DIY kits            

        
    





    
            DIY kits are available from THONK and SYNTHCUBE
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            Assembled Eurorack modules (shown prices are including 21% VAT)


Note that I assemble by hand on order. 
    



    
    





    
    
                
                            MAGMA                    

                    
                
                    €217.80
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
                        
                                    MAGMA                            

                            
                    
                        €217.80
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                Only 12 MAGMA compressors will be available in January '24.

€180,- (ex VAT)

A compressor with a novel circuitry with a classic sound!
The Magma uses feedforward AND feed backward diode-bridge compression which gives it an unique character. It is punchy and can pump when set to extreme settings.

The interface is straightforward, easy to use and designed for live performance. The Magma makes it easy to change the entire groove with just a few controls. The glass orb lights up like hot lava and visualizes the amount of compression.

Sculpt your sound in even more detail with the cv and audio side chain inputs. The Magma makes compression creative and fun.

 
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Add to cart

                                

    





    
    
                
                            TEPHRA diode compressor                    

                    
                
                    €403.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
                        
                                    TEPHRA diode compressor                            

                            
                    
                        €403.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                In December '23 I will not solder any TEPHRA, only 6 will be available and soldered in Januari '24.

€333,00 (ex VAT)
LIMITED EDITION (only 130pcs in total available)
The TEPHRA diode compressor is an handmade limited edition compressor module in a total number available of 130pcs. There will be only 10 available each month and first shipping is in October.

The TEPHRA is a diode bridge based compressor for eurorack with a novel circuitry and a classic sound! The compressor is not a clone of any compressor in the world and is build around an unique schematic which is designed with countless hours of trial and error and many hours of finetuning. This schematic was designed for the MAGMA compressor but further expanded and tweaked for the TEPHRA. The diode bridge compression gives it an unique character. There are many different ways to shape the sound with the TEPHRA, it can be set smooth as a master compressor, it can pump aggressively, it can bring extra warmth or smash everything with a rounded distortion. The controls on the frontpanel will give you control over every little detail in your sound.

16HP
+12V: 39mA
-12V: 33mA
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Add to cart

                                

    





    
    
        Sold out
        
                            BATTLE assembled with PROFADER                    

                    
                
                    €430.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
            Sold out
            
                                    BATTLE assembled with PROFADER                            

                            
                    
                        €430.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €355,40 (ex VAT)

These modules (10 pcs max) will be shipped out in Februari '24.

PROFADER will as soon as they arrive from the factory, you can order already but have a little bit of patience.


The BATTLE is a two channel mixer, inspired by the battle mixers of the hiphop scene. The BATTLE is not just a regular two channel mixer; it takes the concept of using a mixer as an instrument, and extends it for Eurorack, with CV inputs and CV and gate outputs.

The PROFADER is one of the most sturdy and smooth faders available on the market. Instead of the usual carbon it has two gliding rails and runs on conductive plastic making it very durable and dust resistant.
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Sold out

                                

    





    
    
                
                            BATTLE assembled                    

                    
                
                    €340.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
                        
                                    BATTLE assembled                            

                            
                    
                        €340.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €281,- (ex VAT)

These modules (10 pcs max) will be shipped out in Februari '24.

The BATTLE is a two channel mixer, inspired by the battle mixers of the hiphop scene. The BATTLE is not just a regular two channel mixer; it takes the concept of using a mixer as an instrument, and extends it for Eurorack, with CV inputs and CV and gate outputs.
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Add to cart

                                

    





    
    
        Sold out
        
                            BATTLE + PHONO assembled with PROFADER                    

                    
                
                    €500.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
            Sold out
            
                                    BATTLE + PHONO assembled with PROFADER                            

                            
                    
                        €500.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €413,22 (ex VAT)

These modules (10 pcs max) will be shipped out in Februari '24.

PROFADER will be available after mid February, you can order already but have a little bit of patience.
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Sold out

                                

    





    
    
                
                            BATTLE + PHONO assembled                    

                    
                
                    €450.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
                        
                                    BATTLE + PHONO assembled                            

                            
                    
                        €450.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €371,90 (ex VAT)

These modules (10 pcs max) will be shipped out in Februari '24.
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Add to cart

                                

    





    
    
                
                            PHONO PREAMP assembled                    

                    
                
                    €193.60
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
                        
                                    PHONO PREAMP assembled                            

                            
                    
                        €193.60
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €160,00 (ex VAT)

These modules (10 pcs max) will be shipped out in Februari '24.

Directly insert your record player into your eurorack setup.
The phono amp stage is equiped with RIAA equalization.
The module is build with special high quality, low-noise opamps and the famous High-end WIMA caps.
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Add to cart

                                

    





    
    
                
                            EZSQ (assembled)                    

                    
                
                    €115.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
                        
                                    EZSQ (assembled)                            

                            
                    
                        €115.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €95,80 (ex VAT)

a basic 8 step sequencer, but you can not have a modular synth without these building blocks!
            

                                
            


    Add to cart

                                

    





    
    
        Sold out
        
                            SEEDS assembled                    

                    
                
                        €160.00
€80.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
            Sold out
            
                                    SEEDS assembled                            

                            
                    
                            €160.00
€80.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                Sold out

The SEEDS is a complex powerful 8 bit oscillator and can be used as a complete synthvoice. Based on different synthese concepts stored in presets.
The SEEDS is a flasback to the nineties


            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Sold out

                                

    





    
    
                
                            SENDS                    

                    
                
                    €108.90
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
                        
                                    SENDS                            

                            
                    
                        €108.90
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €90,- ex VAT

3 auxiliaries and panning
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Add to cart

                                

    





    
    
        Sold out
        
                            SEEDS2                    

                    
                
                    €180.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
            Sold out
            
                                    SEEDS2                            

                            
                    
                        €180.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €149,00 (ex VAT)

This is the first small batch of assembled SEEDS2! The SEEDS2 is not officially released yet. 
The assembling of this first batch is done to create a building manual and tells me what to move around on the PCB to make assembling asier. This means that these first modules will be available far before the real release and you will be the first to have this module in your rack!


The SEEDS2 is a powerfull 8 bit synth voice that gives you a lot of different sounds in a small package! 
The sounds range from razor sharp FM basslines to commodore style bleebs and from soft flutes to nasty noises.

If you want /need more information about the SEEDS2 go to my personal facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/jan.willem.737/) and scroll down for some snippets of video's I shot during testing. More detailed video's and a manual will be available when the module is officially released.



The SEEDS2 is a highly upgraded version of the SEEDS.
There are many new new sounds.
The interface has more knobs to control your sounds and all have their own CV input.
The MOD control is upgraded with a cv attenuator.
The filter section is upgraded and has its own modulation input.
The output stage has been redesigned and has a smoother sound.

-- there may be easter eggs for you to discover too... --
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Sold out

                                

    





    
    
        Sold out
        
                            Sampleslicer MKII (assembled)                    

                    
                
                    €393.25
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
            Sold out
            
                                    Sampleslicer MKII (assembled)                            

                            
                    
                        €393.25
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €325,- (ex VAT)

sold out
 The IC's used in the Sampleslicer are obsolete and therefor it is almost impossible to keep this module in production in batches. These last 10 will be shipped in August.

The ultimate realtime sampler for your modular. No, it's not another sampleplayer! It's a realtime cv controlled sampleslice sequencer.

One with features that move it far beyond the scope of a regular sample player.
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Sold out

                        
    
                silver                            

                black                            




        

    





    
    
        Sold out
        
                            VOLTAGE RUNNER (assembled)                    

                    
                
                    €260.00
                

                

            

            

            
                                        
                    

        
        
            Sold out
            
                                    VOLTAGE RUNNER (assembled)                            

                            
                    
                        €260.00
                    

                    

                

                    

                    
                €215,- (ex VAT)

!Limited edition black with silver print and yellow LEDs!

The VOLTAGE RUNNER is a complex sequencer module for non linear sequencing. It is the sequencer to get if you are into polyrythmic and polymetric music! It is made as an add-on for the TTLFO but also works really good with any other cv source like an ADSR.



Basicly the VOLTAGE RUNNER is just crazy sequencer which is not your average step sequencer! It runs on an incoming voltage instead of a clock signal, that's where it's name comes from.
            

                                    
                + See details            

                
            


    Sold out

                                

    





    
            For more modules (discontinued and out of stock) and DIY kits see:
    



    
    
    
            
                        
                assembled modules            

        
    




    
    
            
                        
                DIY kits            
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